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All it takes

featuring Mad Wallace – Jake Sabetta, Jake Lauer, Jamie Rushford,
David Becker – with Jenna Wu

I am not me
featuring Mad Wallace

Rehearsal’s Over
featuring Mad Wallace

Westlandia
Co-written by Jamie Rushford, Jake Lauer, and Kyle Jensen

Return to Sender
featuring Mad Wallace

House is Burning
featuring Mad Wallace with Jacey LaManna

All My Friends
with Tom Taylor

Without Light
Co-written and performed with Rishi Ling

Packard Hall

Swing and a Miss
with Jess Wright

Made a Mess
with Jake Lauer

Road Ahead
with Ian Huschle, Andy Post, Mike Murney, Caleb Cofsky, and Abe Mamet

It Takes Two
with Ian Huschle, Andy Post, Mike Murney, Caleb Cofsky, and Kat Jacaruso

Division
with Jaiel Mitchell, Ariannis Hines, Aaron Alcouloumre,
Max Rawson, Jake Lauer, and Ian Huschle

I have been blessed to be surrounded by amazing musicians and incredible instructors during my
time at Colorado College. We have two separate musical worlds here at CC, the student band
scene and the department led ensembles. As a senior moving on from this place it is my hope
that these two spheres can be connected more closely in the years to come. There is so much
potential and talent, and I believe that such energy can be harnessed to create a vibrant and
recognized reputation for music at Colorado College.
Thank you to the department and to the musicians for making this concert a reality. I cannot
imagine a better way to be sent off.
A special thanks to Ryan Banagale for sticking with me and encouraging any ideas I brought to
him over the last four years. From FYE to graduation, I am grateful for your constant feedback,
guidance, and support.
Thank You to my family for putting up with me and my loud music for twenty two years and for
supporting it every step of the way. I love you guys to the moon and back.
And to all of the musicians and avid music lovers here tonight and to any who have been a part
of the music scene at CC, thank you. What we have here is a truly special thing, and I am
grateful to have been a part of it.
Rock N’ Roll

